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SCALE-OFF  
NON CHEMICAL ONLINE  
SCALE PREVENTION SYSTEM

Weldon Engineers India is a Delhi based company with over 

15 years experience manufacturing and supplying successful 

non-chemical water treatment devices around the world. 

SCALE-OFF is  leading scale prevention range designed for 

use in industrial applications catering for equipment 

p  r  otection to large pipe-line scale prevention. 

All SCALE-OFF Device is certified and approved by many 

Govt. authorities.

SCALE-OFF operates totally non-chemically, does not add 

anything to the water and is even approved safe for use in 

drinking water systems. 

SCALE-OFF requires no power, no maintenance and can be 

installed in remote locations, in gravity feed systems and will 

constantly treat water without the need for backwashing.   

SCALE-OFF Device is widely used around the world 

offering a range of non-chemical treatment to  industries like 

Steel Plant, Power Plants, Cold Storage, Sugar Industries, 

HVAC and many more............... 
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SCALE-OFF
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:

Below are some examples of systems treated by Scale-off:

 
» Heat Exchangers
 

» Injection Molding Machines
 

» Air Conditioning Systems 

» Vacuum Pumps 

» Condensers

» Water Heaters

 

» Sea Water Cooling Circuits 

» Refrigeration Systems

 
» General Cooling Circuits

 
» Cooling Towers

» Mixing Valves

Distilarires Before Scale-off

HVAC Plant After Scale-off
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLES

Installation at NBCC AC Plant, New Delhi
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLES CONTINUED

Scale-off
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SCALE-OFF AND CONVENTIONAL TREATMENTS COMPARED

Scale-off scale preventers compared to conventional softening and chemical systems

SCALE-OFF 
Conventional

  chemical system

Installation Simple – 1 or 2 persons Complicated – 
 

professional stuf

Investment One time On-going running costs

Energy consumption None Consume

Chemicals None Consume

Storage for chemicals None Required

Spare parts None Required

Waste water None Daily

Environmental pollution None Creates

Maintenances None Daily

Guarantee 5 years 1 or 2 years

Handle variable water quality Yes No

Average Life 15 + years 10 to 15 years
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Model No. Length Diameter   Flowrange

WS-1A     12”         1”

WS-2B     24”         1.5”

WS-3C     24”         2”

WS-4D     36”         2.5”

WS-5E     36”         3”

WS-6F     36”       4”

WS-7G     36”       5”

WS-8H     36”       6”

LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

WS-9I     36”        8”

WS-10J     36”         10”

WS-11K     36”         12”

WS-12L     36”         14”

WS-13M     36”       16”

  50 – 80 LPM

  120 – 200 LPM

  200 – 310 LPM

  310 – 440 LPM

 440 – 750 LPM

750 – 1800 LPM

1800 – 2400 LPM

2400 – 4200 LPM

 4200 – 7000 LPM

  7000 – 10000 LPM

  10000 – 14000 LPM

  –  LPM14000 16000

16000 – 18000 LPM
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Water is a very good solvent for minerals and many other materials.  All of the ionic species try to keep in a 

thermodynamic equilibrium with their environment, and they achieve this by combining together in clusters - 

perhaps growing to form crystals - or by breaking up into free ions. All of these reactions are occurring all the 

time as local conditions change.

Forming part of the ions calcium and carbonate, and they can form calcium carbonate - the principle scaling 

salt found in hard waters. We need to understand the equilibrium of these species in water, and in doing so we 

will know whether scaling can occur, or not. If we can, in some way, change the equilibrium with ScaleOff , we 

can modify the scaling behaviour of hard water.

The equilibrium solubility product for calcium carbonate is a thermodynamically defined value for a given 

pressure and temperature. It is the concentrations of calcium and carbonate free ions in equilibrium with a 

large crystal of calcium carbonate suspended in water. Equation (1) is the standard way of showing this 

equilibrium.

Equation 1: [Ca ++ [CO3] -> [CaCO3]

It is this equilibrium point that all waters will try and reach either by crystal growth or dissolution. At this 

equilibrium point, the crystal will be growing and dissolving at the same rate.

Most waters will be at equilibrium if given time, but changes in the environment, such as bore-well water 

emerging to the surface or the temperature and pressure changes that take place in heat-exchange plants 

will disturb this equilibrium. This leads to changes of the water composition. If the concentration of calcium 

and carbonate is greater than the equilibrium requirements, then the water attempts to reduce these 

concentrations and it does this by precipitation and growth of scale crystals. Equally, the water may be under 

saturated with respect to calcium carbonate, and this will increase the free ion concentrations by dissolving 

scale crystals.

The term super saturation ratio (Sr) is used as a shorthand description of the equation that determines whether the 

water can scale:

Sr = [Ca++]a [CO3--]a

    [Ca++]eqm [CO3--]eqm

The square brackets refer to the ion concentrations (mole/litre) of the free calcium and free carbonate, the 'a' refers 

to actual concentrations prevalent in the water, and 'eqm' to the equilibrium concentrations as defined above.

If Sr > 1, scaling can occur; if Sr < 1, scaling cannot occur but dissolution can.

This is a fundamental, thermodynamic requirement for scale formation or dissolution. From it we can see that 

scaling is controlled by the equilibrium concentrations of Ca++ and CO3 ions, defined by pressure and 

temperature and by the actual free ion concentrations of these in any water.

All of these control factors can be modified to some degree for a given water and heat exchange plant. The one that 

is most readily, and economically, variable is the CO3- - ion concentration. Each reaction and ionic species 

demands its own equilibrium concentration. If the temperature is increased, the bicarbonate ion thermally 

decomposes forming carbonate

Scaling and its causes

SCALEOFF  –  A BREIF STUDY. HOW IT WORKS?
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thereby increasing the super saturation ratio and providing the conditions for scale formation. It is this reaction 

that causes the scaling of hot surfaces - whether the surface is a kettle element or a large heat exchanger. If 

the pH level increases, the water tries to produce free H+ ions so as to achieve the H+/OH equilibrium for H20 

One of the easiest ways it can do this is to decompose carbonic acid, and bicarbonate the ion - again 

producing carbonate ions and increasing the super saturation ratio.

Fig 1a. The alkalinity equilibrium chain

Fig 1b. Increased temperature and pH effects
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Increasing pH has a much greater effect on Sr than an increase in temperature, as illustrated in Fig 1b.

A temperature change of 80 degrees C takes a water that is close to saturated at 10 degrees C to a 

supersaturation ratio of between 3 and 4. This will be enough to cause severe scaling. But a change of one pH 

unit, from 7 to 8 increases Sr to around 15. Scaling is around 5 times as rapid - or five times as likely to occur - 

than under the temperature increase shown above.

pH levels and temperature are the factors that most affect the CO3 concentration, and in turn affect Sr and 

consequently scale formation; pH is the most dominant.

Can we then use these factors to propose, and demonstrate, a feasible explanation for the SCALEOFF water 

treatment? The answer is yes.

Water Treatment

The SCALEOFFunit ( Figs 2 and 3 ), never more than 1m long, is plumbed into the system it is meant to 

protect. The standard unit is an apparently simple device; water is made to flow past a special alloy insert in a 

length of pipe.

If the unit is to work, it must change the water as it flows past. It must, in some way, reduce the supersaturation 

ratio of the water, i.e. the free Ca++ and free CO3-- ions must be reduced. The most obvious way would be by 

precipitating them as calcium carbonate - much like lime softening techniques.

Because of the composition of the unit, there are only two ways in which it can work. First, the special alloy 

could either adsorb ions from the solution or corrode. Either event could increase the pH locally, increase the 

Sr locally, and cause precipitation of calcium carbonate, thus providing the desired result that downstream of 

the SCALEOFF the water is part-softened and carries suspended calcium carbonate crystals. Secondly, the 

shape of the unit promotes turbulence; the associated pressure differences could cause dissolution of CO2 

gas which may get stripped from the water when it becomes open to the atmosphere, in a cooling pump for 

example, and therefore reduce the total carbonic species in the water.

The second method is independent of alloy composition, but copper or zinc inserts, for example, do not work 

in practice. We are therefore drawn to the first, the special alloy, effect mechanism.

HOW DOES SCALEOFF PREVENT SCALING IN YOUR EQUIPMENT ?

The working principle of SCALEOFF is very simple and proven. It 

incorporates use of the Galvanic Principle, Chemical Characteristics of 

water and Fluid Dynamics. SCALEOFF exploits solubility characteristics of 

Calcium and Magnesium salts in water with change in its pH value. 

SCALEOFF locally increases the pH value of water before it reaches high 

temperature zone and then precipitates out the hardness causing salts in 

the form of colloids as water flows through  SCALEOFF.
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THE FUNCTIONING OF SCALEOFF!

As water passes through SCALEOFF, the whole core inside gets negatively charged, since water itself acts as 

an electrolyte within the equipment. This negatively charged core attracts H+ from water, which are the lightest 

ions. The relationship between pH of water and H+ is expressed by the formula pH∝ 1/H+. Thus

with the H+ becoming less and less, pH value of water increases, thereby precipitating hardness causing 

Calcium and Magnesium salts.

There could be a doubt in mind regarding formation of scales within SCALEOFFitself and that the equipment 

itself might get chocked after sometime. However, this is not the case since the shape of core is trapezoidal, 

which creates turbulence in the water, and the scale particles being very small, the flow of water carries away 

these colloidal particles with it and the equipment remains completely clean forever.

As with any other equipment, SCALEOFFtoo has its optimal operating range, within which it performs best. 

Ideally, the pH value of water should not exceed 8.0 in recirculation and the minimum flow rate as is applicable for 

various pipe sizes should be strictly maintained. Minimum and Maximum flow rates corresponding to various pipe 

sizes.

 Cross Section of SCALEOFF,
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WELDON ENGINEERS (INDIA)

stWZ-409-O/B, 1  Floor, Plot No.12, Janak Park, Hari Nagar, New Delhi-110 064  INDIA  
(  011-25120124, 47323831 info@weldonwatercooling.com, weldonengg@gmail.com

Website : www.weldonwatercooling.com
Works at : Nangloi-Najafgarh Road, Delhi-110041

* 

Manufacturer of POLO make FRP Cooling Towers & Non-Chemical On Line Scale Preventers
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